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This research was conducted based on the phenomenon happened in the school. 
The students had low vocabulary especially on verbs. They got difficulty in 
remembering, interpreting, and distinguishing action verb with non-action verbs. 
Therefore, to solve the problem, the researcher applied Short Video as media in 
learning action verb in SMPN 3 Ketapang South of Lampung. This research is 
aimed to finding out whether there was a significant influence of using Short 
Video towards Students‘ Action Verb Mastery at the Second Semester of the 
Eighth Grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang South of Lampung in the Academic Year of 
2019/2020. 
The research methodology was experimental research design. The population of 
this research was students of the eighth grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang South of 
Lampung. The two classes were selected using cluster random sampling technique 
and the researcher determined VIII C as experimental class and VIII A as control 
class. In collecting the data, the researcher used instrument in the form of multiple 
choice tests which had been tried out before giving treatment, the instrument was 
given in pre-test and post-test. Before giving treatment, the researcher gave pre-
test and post-test for both of classes. After collecting the data, the researcher 
analyzed the data used SPSS to compute independent sample t-test. 
From the data analysis, it was obtained that the result from independent sample t-
test of Sig. (2-tailed) was 0.011 and α = 0.05. It means that Sig (Pvalue) < α = 0.05 
and Ha is accepted. It proved that there was a significant influence of using Short 
Video towards Students‘ Action Verb Mastery at the Second Semester of the 
Eighth Grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang South of Lampung in the Academic Year of 
2019/2020. 
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A. Background of the Problem 
Foreign languages are so complicated among these modern societies. 
Making citizens of modern countries come to know what foreign languages are 
related to foreign languages, Chaer argues "the term target language is a language 
that is being studied and wants to be mastered‖.
2
 The form of the target language 
can be in the form of mother tongue, which is the language when we first 
appeared on earth. The next target is the second language, which is the famous 
language in the world according to the country. Like the second language in the 
country of Indonesia which is using Indonesia itself, the last target is foreign 
languages that are starting to emerge in the world, one of which is the foreign 
language in Indonesia is English. In Indonesia, foreign languages are very 
favorites and are used among adolescents and schools, namely English. 
English is one of the foreign languages in Indonesia that is widely used by 
the public. This foreign language turned out to get a pretty good place compared 
to other foreign languages in Indonesia. It can be seen from the fact that there are 
junior and senior high school or vocational schools which are included in English 
subjects to improve communication both verbally and in writing. Teaching 
English to young students means teaching how to use language in good 
communication. 
                                                             
2





English has 4 skills in language. They are listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing. These skills are taught properly and correctly to enable students to learn 
languages easily. One of the skills is listening. Listening plays an important role 
in the process of teaching students. Listening can make students get information 
and knowledge. In listening skills we must be able to understand the words 
spoken. To be able to understand a word in English we must know its meaning, 
students must master the vocabulary. 
Language has several elements, such as: vocabulary and grammar. One of 
the most important language items that must be taught to children is vocabulary. 
Brown states that the vocabulary is seen as its central role conceptualized in a 
meaningful language.
3
 Vocabulary is a very important part of learning languages 
because without mastering vocabulary, students will not be easy to communicate 
with others, so the quality of language in students depends on the quality of 
vocabulary knowledge. So, if students want to understand English, students must 
know and understand mastery of vocabulary. Recognizing sufficient vocabulary 
will enable students to communicate and get to know English at least in a simple 
way because vocabulary is the essence of English. 
Learning a language must be related to learning vocabulary. 
Vocabulary has an important role in achieving four language skills. Before 
getting four language skills, we must understand vocabulary first. Cameron 
states that building useful vocabulary is a center for learning foreign languages 
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at the elementary level.
4
 This explains that vocabulary is very important in 
language formation. Vocabulary is a basic aspect of English to support the 
formation of basic things in English in listening, speaking, reading and writing 
skills. This must be considered in the teaching and learning process. In some 
junior high schools, students have very low vocabulary, especially to mention 
objects and the meaning of the vocabulary. Teaching vocabulary especially in 
junior high school is important to improve vocabulary. In teaching English, 
vocabulary is one of the elements that must be taught in English because the 
vocabulary affects students' mastery to learn English. 
Vocabulary holds an important position in learning English, because 
without very little vocabulary that can be delivered, without vocabulary 
nothing can be said, and without enough vocabulary in our minds, it means 
not useful in making sentences.
5
 Vocabulary is a form of word that has its own 
meaning, can be more than one. Hatch and Brown state that vocabulary refers 
to a list or set of words that may be used by speakers of languages.
6
 From that 
statement we know that it refers to the word in the language used by the 
speaker. Vocabulary is part of language, in small and simple forms. Students 
have a lack of vocabulary, they will find it difficult to express ideas or 
understand the texts they read and it is impossible for them to communicate 
effectively among people 
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Vocabulary has parts of speech in it which are noun, verb, adjective, 
adverb, conjunction, pronoun, etc. The researcher focused on one part of 
speech in vocabulary, verb. Verb is one of the most important parts in a 
vocabulary for students to learn. Verbs are words that express the action of a 
person or animal.
7
The position of a verb in sentence is very important that it 
describes the action which is done by subject. 
Verb is used to express the activity of something or a group of nouns. 
In sentences, the verb functions as a predicate. Verbs generally require objects 
(called transitive verbs), but there are also some verbs that do not need objects 
(called intransitive verbs). Verbs are the most important type of words in a 
sentence. Even in spoken language, only with a verb can we express an idea 
that can be understood by others. Verb has types in it, one of which is Action 
verb. 
Action verb is one of the problems in this research. The researcher 
found problems in English vocabulary, especially in the action verb. Action is 
one part of verb that plays an important role in increasing student vocabulary. 
Indah states action verbs are verbs to express that the subject is doing an 
action or to declare that something to happen, for example (eat, listen, play, 
study, walk, etc.) 
8
 Action verb is a verb that express physical or mental action 
and tell us what the subject of our clause or sentence is doing-physically or 
mentally. The purpose of the above understanding of action verb is a verb 
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whose subject feels what is done.
9
 People can feel it physically and mentally 
when doing the verb. 
Based on the preliminary research that the researcher did at SMPN 3 
Ketapang South Lampung, the researcher found some problems faced by the 
students at the eighth grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang South Lampung. By 
interviewing the English teacher Eti Safitri,S.Pd. The researcher found that 
students‘ vocabulary mastery is still low especially in Verb. The Students are 
difficult to memorize, remember and tell a vocabulary. Students still confused 
about different types of verb especially in action verb. The researcher also 
interviewed students. According to the students it happened because the 
teacher did not use effective techniques and interesting media to teach 
vocabulary, and students had no self-motivation to understand the vocabulary 
in English. Thus, they felt bored, confused and difficulty to remember 
vocabulary in action verb, students feel that the teacher is not creative in 
teaching action verb. It was caused by the English teacher who may not reflect 
students‘ need. Show that, the result of preliminary the researcher knew that 
the media used by the teacher in teaching vocabulary is Textbook. Textbook is 
a basic media in teaching and learning process. 
From the data that the researcher has obtained from an English teacher 
at SMPN 3 Ketapang, it can be concluded that mastery of action verb in 
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students is still low and needs to be improved. Student vocabulary scores can 
be seen in the table below: 
Table 1 
The Students’ Vocabulary score at the Eighth Grade of SMPN 3 




students' Score Number of 
Student < 70 ≥ 70 
1 8A 16 14 30 
2 8B 21 10 31 
3 8C 19 11 30 
Total 56 35 91 
Percentage 61,53 % 38,47 % 100% 
Source:Teacher‟s Documentation of the Eighth Grade of SMP Negeri 3 
Ketapang South Lampung in of 2019/2020 Academic Year 
 
Based on the table above, the researcher got that there were many 
students who got lower scores or got scores for vocabulary below the criteria 
of minimum mastery ( KKM) of the school 70, as 56 out of 91 students or 
61,53% than those who got scores above the criteria of minimum mastery, as 
35 students or 38,47%. The vocabulary in English in SMPN 3 Ketapang is 
very low. The teacher states students are very difficult to remember various 
kinds of vocabulary, especially on verbs. Verbs are difficult to remember are 
action verbs, where action verbs are numerous and have different types. In 
this research, the researcher focused their research on verb which is more 
specialized in action verb.  
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Therefore, to make the students' action verb mastery improved. 
English teacher should consider the ways or media in presenting the available 
subject to the class. Sometimes teacher usually use some media which make 
students bored, for the example the teacher usually use textbook or usually 
the teacher give some vocabularies for the students and asks the students to 
memorize it. This teaching media will make students bored and to overcome 
that situation, the teacher should give another media that has entertaining 
affect to the students so they feel enjoy to accepting the material. 
There are many types of media that can be used to teach vocabulary 
like audio aid, audio-visual aid and etc. Example for audio aid is radio, music, 
so on while example of audio-visual aid is video, film/movie, and television, 
etc. It means that media is so effective for students to learn vocabulary. In this 
study, video is chosen as a media for teaching vocabulary. Video is an audio 
visual media that it show pictures and sound recording at the same time. 
Meanwhile, videos that motivate students to easily understand vocabulary are 
short video. Using short videos to the student can help them to play their 
imagination based on the words and pictures. Short video also helps the 
students be active in the classroom.
11
 It means teaching English by using 
short videos has good result. Because they try to guess what the passage of 
the story is about. 
Learning to communicate with video is an important skill for young 
people to develop. It helps build their understanding of how media works, and 
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enables them to build up a range of useful techniques. In creating a video 
presentation, they learn to combine spoken words, images, sound, music, text 
and descriptive. For students who are shy about live presentation, video helps 
them develop their confidence in speaking since it provides a safe barrier 
between themselves and their audience.
12
 From the statement above, video is 
suitable media in English teaching learning process, especially in action verb 
mastery. 
In teaching learning process especially action verb, short video can be 
used by the students to memorize the words. In this case, the researcher 
would like to find out the effectiveness of short video in learning action verb, 
and the researcher gives the short video with a purpose of teaching action 
verb to motivate the students to learn English. Mansur Hidayat states short 
video is one of the interesting methods in teaching narrative structure. When 
students watch the story video which played by the teacher the students will 
get point from the story.
13
 So they can understand about some vocabulary and 
generic structure of the narrative story. Hornby states video means a series of 
moving picture recorded with sound that tells a story, shown at movie.
14
 It 
means short video student just not get new words but students will have fun 
in listening the story and short video often brings certain themes and 
messages that are also related to the social issue in our daily life. 
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Short video are one of the teaching media that will facilitate students 
to learn vocabulary. Researcher wants to make junior high school students 
interested in learning vocabulary especially in action verb through short video 
because almost all children love stories. It can bring a lot of excitement and 
also gives students the opportunity to remember words and understand 
sentences easily. Short video media can help the students to get many new 
words and short video media also can help the students to have better 
performance in vocabulary because it contains moved motion or picture and 
sound. Based on the result of the research, it indicates that there is an increase 
of students‘ comprehension when the lesson material is given using sound 
and moving picture. It means that using movie is important to increase 
students‘ action verb mastery, because the students feel entertain and catch 
the point of vocabulary easier. 
There are two previous research, the first research was conducted 
entitled by Nunun ―Improving students writing skill of narrative texts by 
using short videos‖ showed that teaching writing through short video is 
effective.
15
 In addition she says, moreover it also helps to build an interesting 
teaching learning process which can attract the students interesting studying 
English. Another previous was conducted by Mansur entitled ―The 
Implementation of Using Short Video to Increase Students Understanding In 
learning Narrative Structure‖. He found that the short video helped in 
teaching a foreign language in order to be able to communicate in simple 
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 Based on the finding in this thesis. The researchers found differences: 
the two previous researches used short videos as media and used writing 
skills in narrative text. While researchers used media is short video and used 
several elements; vocabulary in narrative text. The short videos is a good 
media in teaching English to enhance the students‘ action verb mastery. This 
media is very enjoyable because movie not make students bored and they are 
will get so many new words from the video. The video in narrative text like 
video cartoon, animation video, fable, etc. The students get some words like 
noun, verb, adjective, etc. In research, the researcher focus in word action 
especially action verb. Therefore this media can be  used on teaching 
vocabulary in action verb. 
From the background above, the researcher intends to make a study 
entitled "The Influence of using Short Video towards Students‘ Action Verb 
Mastery at the second semester of the Eighth grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang 
South of Lampung in the Academic year of 2019/2020‖. It can make a 
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B. Identification of the Problems  
Based on the background of the problem above, the researcher 
identified the problem as follows: 
1. The students had low vocabulary especially in action verb.  
2. The students were difficulties to memorize, remember and tell 
vocabulary especially in action verb. 
3. The students still confused to distinguish action verb and non-action 
verb. 
4. The media used by teacher were not effective and interesting for 
teaching action verb. 
C. Limitation of the Problem  
In this research the researcher focused on the problem of how the 
influence of using Short Video towards students‘ action verb mastery. 
Moreover, the researcher focused on the use of short video to specifically 
influencing action verb in the syllabus at the second semester of the eighth 
grade in SMP N 3 Ketapang South of Lampung. In addition, the students 
were hoped to master not only knowing the English verb vocabulary but 
also understanding about the form, meaning, and use of the action verb. 
D. Formulation of the Problem  
Based on the limitation of the problem, the researcher formulated the 
problems as follows: Is there a significant influence of using short video 
media towards students‘ action verb mastery at the eighth grade of SMPN 




E. The Objective of the research  
Based on the formulated of the problem above, the objective of the 
researcher is:  
To know a significant influence of using short video towards students‘ 
action verb mastery at the eighth grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang South 
Lampung in the academic year 2019/2020. 
F. Use of The Research 
1. Theoretically 
As theoretically the research also can gave information to provided and 
guided in teaching learning process to develop and increase action verb 
using video. 
2. Practically 
As practically the research can be used to motivate the students in learning 
English especially action verb and to inform the school about importance 
of interesting median teaching English especially short video. 
G. Scope of the Research 
The scope of the research can be described as follows: 
1. Subject of the research 
The subject of the research was the students of the eighth grade at SMPN 







2. Object of the research 
The object of research was the use of short video towards students‘ 
action verb mastery at the second semester of the eighth grade of SMPN 
3 Ketapang South of Lampung in the academic year 2019/2020. 
3. Time of the Research 
The research was conducted on the second semester of the eighth grade 
of SMPN 3 Ketapang South of Lampung in the academic year 
2019/2020. 
4. Place of the Research 
The research was conducted at SMPN 3 Ketapang South of Lampung the 






REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Vocabulary  
1. Definition of vocabulary  
Vocabulary is one of the language aspects which should be learn. 
Learning vocabulary is important because we are able to speak, write, and 
listen nicely we have to know vocabulary first. Generally, vocabulary can be 
defined as a list of words with their meanings, especially at the back of a book 
used for teaching a foreign language. In other words, vocabulary is always 
related to the words and dictionary. 
A similar statement stated by Hatch and Brown the term of vocabulary 
refers to a list or set of words for a particular language or a list or set of words 
that individual speakers of language might use. As what Hatch and Brown 
said vocabulary is a list of words.
17
 It means that there are more than one 
words used by the speaker of a certain language. Vocabulary also refers to a 
group of words used by a person as a means of communication. 
Vocabulary is very important so it cannot be separated from language. 
Nunan has defined vocabulary is a collection of target in the foreign 
language.
18
 Penny also said that vocabulary in general as words we teach in 
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 It is means vocabulary is all the words which exist in a 
particular language or subject. The words in vocabulary do not come from the 
students‘ native language. It is a set of words from second or foreign language 
that is being learned by students.  
 Hornby agrees that vocabulary is the total number of words in a 
language; all the word known to a person or used in particular book: subject : 
a list of words with their meaning especially one that accompanies a 
textbook.
20
Vacca also said that vocabulary is unique to the content area as  
fingerprints are to a human being, because vocabulary is very important in 
language and a sign where our ability to master grammar.
21
 Richards and 
Renandya even revealed that vocabulary is a core component of language 
proficiency and provides many bases for students who speak, listen, read, and 
write.
22
Kufaishi found that true when he proposed that vocabulary is a vehicle 
for thought, self-expression, interpretation, and communication.
23
 It proves 
that vocabulary is very important component of English language learning 
words, but it is actually much more than that. It is also about learning chunks 
and finding words inside them.  
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From all definitions above, it can be concluded that vocabulary is a 
word that is related in a language with a series of words that have meaning and 
are used to communicate. Therefore, it is needed to be emphasized that 
vocabulary is the knowledge of words and word meanings. This is a very 
important element to improve one‘s English language proficiency. 
2. Kinds of Vocabulary   
There are some of various vocabularies that are a vocabulary means 
both a list of words and the range of words known by any one person. 
According to Judy, there are four types of vocabulary; these are:
24
 
a) A read Vocabulary; it is a passive vocabulary. It means that the words 
understood by the readers when they reading a written text. They also 
understand a words spelling, meaning and the exact meaning in its 
context.  
b) Listening Vocabulary; it is also a passive type of vocabulary. The listener  
is able to link the words being spoken to their meaning. Listening 
vocabulary are the words that listeners hear and understand.  
c) Speaking vocabulary is vocabulary that speakers use when we speak.   
d) Writing vocabulary is the words we can retrieve when writers write to 
express themselves.  
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There are two types of vocabulary based on Hatch and Brown in 
Alqahtani stated that there are two kinds of vocabulary namely receptive 
vocabulary and productive vocabulary.
25
 
a) Receptive vocabulary is words that learners recognize and understand 
when they are used in context, but which they cannot produce.   
b) Productive vocabulary is the words that the learners understand and can 
pronounce correctly and use constructively in speaking and writing.  
The status of vocabulary items is not permanent because if active 
words are not frequently used, they may slip into the passive store and passive 
word may become active as well. Thus, a word is passive or active depends on 
how students apply the words in practice. The application of the words itself is 
the manifestation of students‟ memorization of words. 
Learning vocabulary is the important thing, like Schmitt argues that 
vocabulary is a basis of the language; it is very important to be mastered 
first.
26
 People cannot speak well and understand written materials if people do 
not master it. He added that no matter how successfully the sound of the 
foreign language is mastered, without words to express the wider range of 
meanings, communication is a foreign language just cannot happen in any 
meaningful way. 
Vocabulary is very important for us to use language, without 
vocabulary we cannot develop the language skills namely, listening, speaking, 
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reading, writing, and translating. Hornby states that vocabulary is the total 
number of words which make a language.
27
 It means vocabulary is the key to 
understand foreign language. Vocabulary is basic to learn a language and 
make communication to each other fluently, it is impossible to learn language 
without vocabulary. It is also supported by Cameron‘s statement that 
vocabulary is fundamental to using the foreign language as discourse.
28
 
Vocabulary is one of the components of language and that no language 
exists without words. Words are sign or symbol for ideas, they are meaning by 
which people exchange their thought. Vocabulary is the list of words that 
make the sentence on language and it is used as the means of communication 
in learning a language with automatically in valve the vocabulary or lexicon. 
Thus, from the explanation above the researcher concludes that 
vocabulary is a list of words with their meaning used for communication in a 
certain language, in this case English. 
English words have been traditionally classified into some categories or 
parts of speech and are still done so in most dictionaries as follows: 
a. Noun 
It is one of most important part of speech. It is arrangement with the verb 
helps to form the sentence core which is essential to every complete 
sentence. It could be the name of person, place, thing or idea. 
Example: It is a chair. 
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b. Verb  
It is the word which expresses an action or a help to make a statement. 
Example: She eats yogurt every morning. 
c. Adjective 
It is the word used to qualify noun or pronoun. 
Example: The young man lives in an old house. 
d. Adverb 
It is a word used for qualifying the meaning of verb, adjective, or another  
adverb. 
Example: They walk quickly but orderly in the field. 
e. Conjunction 
It is a word used to relate one word to another one, or one sentence to 
another one. 
Example: I have to call him before he goes. 
f. Pronoun  
It is the word which can take the place of a noun. 
Example: He is my husband. 
g. Interjection 
It is a word put into a sentence to express a sudden feeling of mind or 
emotion. 
Example: Ouch, it is hurt! 
Based on all statements above, the researcher concludes that 
vocabulary is important system on a language. One can communicate with 
20 
 
others if he masters adequate vocabulary. One who will learn language means 
he or she is trying to learn vocabulary. By mastering a lot of vocabulary one 
can express his or her ideas and feeling more effectively. So, the researchers 
concluded that only focus on word meaning and verb to be taught to students' 
action verb mastery. 
B. Concept of Verb 
1. Definition of Verb 
The verbs most complex part of speech. Its varying arrangements 
with noun determine the different kinds of sentences statements, questions, 
commands, exclamations.
29
 The verb functions as the grammatical center 
for the predication about the subject. It may be the strongest predicting 
word in the central core of the sentences. The verb is so basic that other 
functions (subject, object, complement) are determined in relation to it.
30
 
Verbs are the dynamic element in sentences and clauses. They provide the 
move mentor action or a sense of what is happening.
31
 It means that verb 
is main part in a sentence to express the predication of subject. 
2. Types of verb 
There are various types of the verbs to the kind of complement they 
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a. Linking Verb  
A linking verb adds details about the subject of a sentence. In its 
simplest form, it connects the subject and the complement — that is, 
the words that follow the linking verb. It creates a link between them 
instead of showing action. Often, what is on each side of a linking verb 
is equivalent; the complement redefines or restates the subject. 
Generally, linking verbs are called ‗be’ verbs which are - am, is, 
are, was, were. However, there are some other verbs which can work 
as linking verbs. Those verbs are: Act, feel, remain, appear, become, 
seem, smell, sound, grow, look, prove, stay, taste, turn. Some verbs in 
this list can also be action verbs. To figure out if they are linking verbs, 
you should try replacing them with forms of the be verbs. If the 
changed sentence makes sense, that verb is a linking verb. 
Example: 
She appears ready for the game. (She is ready for the game.) 
The food seemed delicious. (The food was delicious.)  
You look happy. (You are happy.) 
b. Action verbs 
Action verbs indicate what the subject of a sentence performs. 
Action verbs can make the listener/reader feel emotions, see scenes 




- Transitive verbs must have a direct object. A transitive verb 
demands something/someone to be acted upon. 
Example: 
I painted the car. (The verb ‗paint‘ demands an object to be 
painted) 
She is reading the newspaper. (The verb ‗read‘ asks the 
question ―what is she reading?‖ – the answer is the object) 
- Intransitive verbs do not act upon anything. They may be 
followed by an adjective, adverb, preposition, or another part of 
speech. 
Example: 
She smiled. (The verb ‗smile‘ cannot have any object since the 
action of ‗smiling‘ does not fall upon anything/anyone) 
I wake up at 6 AM. (No object is needed for this verb) 
c. Finite or Non-finite verb  
Finite verbs are the actual verbs which are called the roots 
of sentences. It is a form of a verb that is performed by or refers to 
a subject and uses one of the twelve forms of tense and changes 
according to the number/person of the subject. 
Example:  
 Alex went to school. (Subject – Alex – performed the action in 
the past. This information is evident only by the verb ‗went‘.) 
 Robert plays hockey. 
23 
 
 He is playing for Australia. 
 He is one of the best players. (Here, the verb ‗is‘ directly refers 
to the subject itself.) 
Non-finite Verbs are not actual verbs. They do not work as verbs in 
the sentence rather they work as nouns, adjectives, adverbs, etc. Non-finite 
verbs do not change according to the number/person of the subject because 
these verbs, also called verbals, do not have any direct relation to the 
subject. Sometimes they become the subject themselves. The forms of 
non-finite verbs are – infinitive, gerund, and participle (participles become 
finite verbs when they take auxiliary verbs.) 
Example: 
 Alex went abroad to play (Infinitives) 
 Playing cricket is his only job. (Present participle) 
 I have a broken bat. (Past participle) 
 Walking is a good habit. (Gerund) 
Different types of verbs are used, depending on the purpose of the 
text. The researcher could feature action verbs (the traditional doing 
words), mental verbs (words that express feeling or thinking), or rational 
verbs (which set up relationships between one thing and another thing or 






3. Concept of Action Verb 
a) Definition of action verb 
Action verb is type of verb. An action verb is a verb that the 
subject can do. Risdiyanto states action verb is verb indicates an action 
done by subject.
33
  Most grammar experts define that verb is an action 
word that shows action. The reason that verb indicates an action that is 
performed by subject. Where is not all verb show an action.  There is 
also verbs that show a condition of subject. Verbs that express an 
action by subject is called action verb, while verb express conditional 
of subject is called state verb, or called verb be. For example: 
Action verb: -  Hasan plays football everyday 
- Sinta works very hard in his office.  
Verb be: - The secretary is smart and beautiful 
- His family was very happy34 
b) Characteristics of an Action Verb 
There are some characteristic of an action verb as follows: 
1. An action verb may be used to refer to a thought: ―Dolly 
thought about project. She wanted a good reward.‖ 
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2. An action verb can be used in the present, past, or future tense: 
―The tiger runs very fast.‖ ―The tiger ran through our 
courtyard.‖ ―The tiger will run through the forest.‖ 
3. An action verb can be used with helping verbs: ―Will you ride 
with me to football practice?‖.
35
 
c) Types of action Verbs 
The following types of Action Verb and non-action Verbs: 
1. Types Action Verb 
a) Activities are verbs that show an activity performed by the 
subject. Some examples of action verbs include: (Play, 
Study, Walk, Run, etc.). Example of sentences: Rifki eats 
two apples at canteen.  
b) Process is a verb that shows a process of the subject. Some 
examples of action verbs include: (Change, Melt, Grow, 
etc.). Example of sentences: My roses grow fast.  
c) Momentary is a verb that indicates an event that lasts only 
briefly and usually unplanned. Some examples of action 
verbs include: (Knock, Hit, Jump, etc.). Example of 
sentences: Faiz jumps with his foot. 
2. Types Non-Action Verbs 
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a) Emotions are verbs that show the emotion of the subject. 
Examples of emotions include: (Love, Like, Dislike, Hate, 
etc.).Example of sentences: My father likes apple. 
b) Mental States is a verb that shows what is thought by the 
subject. Examples of mental states include: (Agree, 
Remember, Know, Think, etc.). Example of sentences: I 
know with your decision. 
c) Senses or Appearance is said the work done by the subject 
through the five senses. Examples of Senses or Appearance 
include: (See, Hear, Smell, Sound, Taste, etc.).Example of 
sentences: I can‟t taste your chocolate. 
d) Need and Preference is a verb that shows a desire or need 
for the subject. Example stative verbs are: (Want, Need, 
Wish, Desire, etc.). Example of sentence: I wish to get a 
dress. (Saya mengharapkan untuk mendapatkan sebuah 
gaun) 
e) Possession is a verb that shows ownership of a subject to an 
object. Some Example stative verbs are: (Have, Own, 
Possess, etc.).Example of sentences: Khuldi and Ujang have 
some apples in the bag. 
f) Measurement is a verb that indicates a size or something 
that can be counted. Example stative verbs are: (Bowing, 
Cost, Weight, etc.).Example of sentences: She owes me five 
27 
 






C. Concept of Action Verb Mastery 
Mastering action verb not only memorize every words but also know 
the meaning in order we can use every word in a good language. Verb is 
action. Verb is a part of speech which is used to express an action or an 
existence. It should be noted that the concept of verb is very essential in the 
discussion of English sentence.
37
English verb can divided into two types like 
action verbs and non-action verbs. Action Verbs are used to tell what someone 
or something does, physically (I read) or mentally (I think).
38
 Meanwhile, 
Non-Action Verbs are those indicating possession (e.g. belong, have, posses, 
own), mental states (e.g. believe, doubt, imagine, know, mean, recognize, 
remember, suppose, think/believe, understand, wonder), senses (e.g. appear, 
feel, hear, look/appear, see, smell, taste), and emotion (e.g. appreciate, desire, 
dislike, hate, like, love).
39
 
Action verbs are basic for students to make simple sentences. Action 
verbs are verbs that specifically describe what the subject of the sentence is 
doing. The power of the action verb lies in the meaning and intention that 
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they contain and how they bring direction and force to the sentence. Non 
Action Verbs are verbs for things which are not active. In Non Action Verb 
we cannot use progressive–ing. Non Action Verb indicates state, sense, 
desire, possession, or opinion. Ex: Need, seem, know, have, want, look, etc.
40
 
Action verbs refers to the traditional notion of verb as ―doing word‖, 
that is verbs that refer to concrete actions and can be identified by the 
question, ―Can this verb be done?‖ Action verbs are common in spoken 
language and are there for common in the writing of younger students, 
particularly in writing that refers to concrete events, people or things in the 
world. Action verbs predominantly occur in texts where action so behavior 
are being described and/or recounted. 
Action verbs are also known as dynamic verb. They in dictate 
activities, processes, momentary actions or physical condition sand also 
include mental actions. The following are example of action verb:
 
a. Action verbs show activity: eat, listen, play, walk work. 
b. Action verbs show process: change, grow, melt, shorten, widen. 
c. Action verbs show momentary actions: hit, jump, knock 
d. Action verbs show mental actions: think, wonder, guess 
Most action verbs can be categories transitive or intransitive. 
Transitive verbs are the verbs that are followed by a direct to Object. For 
example, He kicked the ball .In the sentence the object is ball as a 
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complement to the verb kicked. While intransitive verbs are the verbs that do 
not need a direct object to complete their meaning. For example, the dog 
barked. 
Action verbs also can be categorized into regular and irregular verbs. 
Regular verbs are the verbs whose conjugation follows are irregular pattern. 
In English, most regular verbs form their past tense and past participle by 
adding–ed to their base form. Irregular verbs are the verbs that follow an 
irregular conjunction pattern. Their past tense and past participle take a 





The Example of Regular and Irregular Verbs 
Action Verb Base Past Past Participle 
Regular 
Verbs 
Talk Talked Talked 
Walk Walked Walked 
Show Showed Showed 
Irregular 
Verbs 
Run Run Run 
Drink  Drank Drunk 
Eat Ate Eaten 
 
The verbs there are various verbs, among others: Transitive and 
Intransitive Verb, Regular and Irregular Verb, Action and Non-Action Verb, 
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Finite and Non-Finite Verb, Linking Verb, Causative Verb. One of them is to 
be discussed in this article are action and non-action verb. 
Action verb are a good way to describe transferable skill that you have 
developed. Transferable skills can transfer from one job or occupation to 
another. Listed below are action verb that describe skills that employers most 
desire according to the National Association of Collages and Employers. 
Action verb mastery has some skill categories to maximize the ability of 




a. Communication/People Skill 
b. Creative Skill 
c. Data/financial  
d. Helping skill 
e. Management/leadership 
f. Organizational skill 
g. Research skill 
h. Teaching skill 
i. Technical skill 
Based on statement above, the researcher has conclusion that 
learning action verb can be success if teacher are able to make students 
spirit to learning action verb, catch the words and the meaning easily, and 
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understand every word. Action Verb mastery can be defined as great skill or 
knowledge about the stock of words of a language in alphabetical order. 
 
D. Text 
The text is a form of language processed and understood. A text 
can be any meaning-producing event, be it a book, a film, an 




It means that it is 
something that related to language. It can be a result of printed or audio-
visual. It considered that every product of art must be involved language. 
It means, it can entertain or give information to the reader. Then a text 
also aimed for commercial.  In short, it is an art that involves language in 
form or printed or audio-visual.  
In addition, text is a unit of language above the sentence.
44
 That‘s 
because, it usually more complex than sentence. It consists of 
composition of some sentences. It is next step by making sentence. In a 
text, there is a component of sentences. Then, in making a text the writer 
must be able in choosing word position of the sentences. Indeed, it is 
something that shaped in the language and more complex than sentences. 
Moreover, text is produced and interpreted between two people in 
certain context, because human beings use language to communicate 
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 It   also   can   be   medium   to   communication   with   
others. Communication with text ignites every person‘s feeling.  In 
addition, text communication will make a person become self-active 
than they are able to meet directly. When someone with introvert 
personality, it will help them to express their feeling to others.  In short, it 
is a tool of language to communicate with other. From the explanation 
above, researcher concluded that text is a form of language that is up 
level than sentence to communicate each other. 
1. Types of Text 
There are thirteen types of text according to Gerot. Here‘s  an explanation 
as follows : 
1. Spoof 
Spoof is a text to retell an event with a humorous twist. 
2. Recount 
Recount  is  a  text  to  retell  events  for  the  purpose  of  informing  
or entertaining. 
3. Reports 
Recount is a text to describe the way things are with reference to 
arrange of natural, man made and social phenomena in our 
environment. 
4. Analytical Exposition 
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Analytical exposition is text to persuade the reader or listener that 
something in case. 
5. News Item 
News item is a text to inform readers, listeners or viewers about 
events of the day which are considered newsworthy or important. 
6. Anecdote  
Anecdote is a text to share with others an account of an unusual or 
amusing incident. 
7. Narrative  
Narrative is text to amuse, entertain and to deal with actual or 
vicarious experience in different ways. 
8. Procedure 
Procedure is text to describe how something is accomplished through 
a sequence of actions or steps. 
9. Description  
Description text is a text to describe a particular person, place or 
thing. 
10. Hortatory Explanation 
Hortatory explanation text is a text to produce the reader or listener 
that something should or should not be case. 
11. Explanation  
Explanation text is a text to explain the process involved in the 








13. Reviews  




From  kinds  of  text  above,  researcher  chose  narrative  text  in  
this research. Since students had some problems in identifying the 
topic, main idea, grammar, detail information and vocabulary in the 
context on narrative text. In addition, according to the syllabus of 
second semester in eighth grade at SMP Negeri 3 Ketapang South 
Lampung, narrative text included in it. 
2. Concept of Narrative Text 
According to Means and Linder states that Narrative text is the 
story, whereas dialogue, action, introspection, and description show the 
story.
47
 It focused on explaining the details of story through narration. 
Then, it is completed by dialog of characters in it. And action to make it 
story feels challenging to readers. While introspection, it usually 
available at the end story. It is make the ending story clearly and give a 
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description about life of characters in the story. In brief, narrative text is 
a text that explained a story through sentences includes conversation of 
the characters, what they doing, and present a message of introspective on 
the story.  
In addition, a narrative text is a storyteller‘s presentation of a 
sequence of events that happened to a set of characters.
48
 It contains the 
sentence in the form of an explanation of a thing, by telling a detailed 
event in a certain time series. Whether it explains someone, place, time 
and etc. It tells complex events or often very  complex  in  certain  time. It 
usually full of writer‘s imagination because the goal is to entertain 
readers. Indeed, it means that narrative text is a story from some events 
of some characters to entertain the readers. 
Moreover, Narrative text is terms of the recounting of a series of 
events and the establishing of some (causal/temporal) relation between 
them.
49 
In it there are events or events in a time sequence, in which the 
characters in it interact in various conflicts that  occur. There are three 
elements; events, emergence of characters, and conflict or problem that 
must be related to one each other. It was results from imagination a writer 
then become a story. It usually starts from introduction of problem in a 
story and there is a solution at the end. Thus, narrative is a collection of 
events that have problems until it become a story. 
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To sum up the simplest way to define narrative is as a series of 
events in a specific order – with a beginning, a middle and an end.
50 
It 
means that narrative text have some parts to make a story. In beginning, it 
is time to introducing the condition or situation and character of the text. 
And then, a middle is part of problems or events that happening in the 
story. And an end, it is part of resolution to solve the problems or conflict 
in it. In short, narrative text is a text with three part order by introducing, 
telling, and solving the matter. 
From the theories above, researcher conclude that Narrative text is a story 
formed from the scene of events that is beginning, the middle, and the 
end by author‘s imagination. 
a. Social Function of Narrative Text 
Knapp and Watkins wrote about function of Narrative text. They state 
that it has a powerful social role beyond that of being a medium for 
entertainment.  It is also a powerful medium for changing social opinions 
and attitudes.
51
 It means narrative doesn‘t only for entertain but there is 
moral view or moral lesson. Authors usually insert positive messages at 
the end of story. It‘s expected to make an impression for readers. Thus, 
we can learn from the story and that expected to be applied in real life. 
b. Generic Structure of Narrative Text 
There are generic structures of narrative text: 
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1. Exposition /Orientation: characters and setting, as well as a conflict 
or problem, are introduced. 
2. Rising action /Complication:  the conflict intensifies, building toward 
a crisis. 
3.  Crisis / Climax: the conflict comes to a head. The point of maximum 
tension, after which sub sequent events seem inevitable.  The conflict 
or problem is either resolved or revealed to be unresolvable. 
4. Falling action / Resolution: the denouement (from the french for 
―untying‖) offers a resolution, either smoothing remaining 
entanglements to establish a new status   quo or revealing the full 
extent of the catastrophe.
52
 
c. Language features of Narrative Text 
The language features of narrative text typically uses: 
1. Action verbs; for example, went, collecting, heard, got, and etc. 
2. Temporal connectives; for example, then, after, and etc. 
3. Narrative is typically written in the past tense. 
4. In action sequences, mainly action verb (bold) are used, while in 
reflection/evaluation , mental verbs (italicized) predominate; for 
example, Bells  were ringing,  sirens screeching and people were 
running everywhere. Maria didn‟t know what to do next. She thought 
about her mother and wondered what was in her head. 
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5. Narratives often use action verb metaphorically to create particular 
effects; for example, riding. The boy went riding across the wintery 





3. Types of Narrative Text 
Narratives include different types, or genres, that can vary somewhat 
from this basic story grammar template. These include realistic fiction, 
fantasy, fairytales, folktales, mysteries, humor, historical fiction, plays, 
real- life adventures and fables.
54
 
1. Realistic fiction is detail about the way that people might live in 
the future, predicting in a creative and imaginative way how 
technology might advance. 
2. Fantasy is a basic chronological narrative set in a fantasy world 
but some fantasy narratives extend the „fantastic‟ element to the 
structure as well. 
3. Fairytales is a chronological order, where events retell what 
happened to a main character that came into contact with the ―Fairy 
world‖. 
4. Folktales  is  the  stories  served  an  original  purpose  of  passing  
on traditional knowledge or sharing cultural beliefs. 
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5. Mysteries is a story that focus knowing what is going to happen 
and then reading about it happening can add to the suspense. 
6. Humor is retell an event with humor twist. 
7. Historical fiction is about something that has already happened in 
the past so a series of events is usually the underlying structure. 
8. Play is a story to have a deliberate effect on the 
viewer/listener/reader with script. 
9. Real-life adventure is retelling of a series of exciting events leading to 
a high impact resolution. 
10. Fables  are  short  stories  with  a  typical  story  grammar  but  with  
the addition of a moral.
55
 
Based on the theory above, the researcher decided to focus on fable 
text. The reason is fable one of type of narrative text that available on the 
syllabus of second semester of eighth grade students at SMPN 3 Ketapang 
South Lampung. It is also compatible with students need. Since students 
have difficulty on fable. 
E. Concept of Media 
1. The Definition of Media  
According to Sumantri, Media on teaching or learning is a learning 
device are used by the teacher as mediator to conveyed an instructional 
materials on teaching and learning process then giving more easily to reached 
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the objective of learning.
56
 So, media is used in teaching learning as a means 
to convey the instructional materials to reach the objectives more easily.  
Furthermore, according to Sadiman state his opinion about media: media as 
means that mediator or deliver the messages or messages sender from the 
giver to the receiver.
57
 From definition above, media can be defined as a 
means of communication used to convey the information from giver to the 
receiver. Related to teaching and learning, media is meant that a means of 
communication used in the teaching and learning process to convey the 
information such as teaching materials from the teacher to the students. So, 
that the students will be more interested in the learning. 
2. The Kinds of Media  
Many kinds of media have been invented in this modern life. They can 
be used to help the Teacher convey the materials more easily to the students in 
teaching and learning process. Arsyad say that media is instructional 
component including message, person, and tool.
58
 In its development, teaching 
media have been influenced by the development technology. Arsya differs the 
teaching media based on the technology development into some kinds.  
The kinds of teaching media will influence the teaching learning 
process, which can be facilitated the teaching method as the tools to deliver 
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the lesson. The kinds of teaching media can be divided into three categories: 
Visual, Audio and Audio visual media as follows:
59
 
a. Visual media  
Visual media is also called by printing media. Visual media is all 
kind of media that can be seen or touch by the students. The examples 
of visual media are: picture, photos, real things, chart, miniatures, text, 
and cards. Moreover, the characteristic of visual media are: text is read 
in visual manner, in other hand visual is exceeded based on the room, 
text and visual show one way communication and receptive, text and 
visual is shown in tactically, in developing this media depend on the 
language principle and visual perception, it is oriented to the student‘s, 
and the information can be rearrange by the user. There are 13 types of 
text. Those are: narrative text, recount text, procedure text, report text, 
analytical exposition text, explanation text, descriptive text, discussion 
text, news item text, review text, anecdote text, and spoof text.  
b. Audio media  
Audio media is also called by the listen media. It is usually used to 
listen and understand the passage. The characteristic of this media is 
that they show one way communication. The kinds of audio media such 
as: radio, tape recorder, cassette, compact disc.   
c. Audio visual media  





Audio visual media is media that is audible and visible. Audible 
means can be heard, and visible means can be seen. Audio visual media 
has more benefits than others, such as it can visualize the abstract things 
or Nonverbal vocabularies, to overcome the limitation of place and 
time, to overcome the limitation of people sense, to attract students‘ 
attention, and develop students‘ knowledge. The audio visual media 
need mechanic and electronic machines to show the audio and visual 
messages. It is states in Arsyad that there are some characteristics of 
audio visual media: linearity, show dynamic visual, can be implemented 
by using the ways which stated by the maker, as physical representation 
of real or abstract ideas, it was developed based on behaviorism 
psychology and cognitive principle, teacher oriented through the low 
student‘s interactive involve level. The kinds of this media such as: 
video, movie, television. 
According to Arsyad, it can be concluded that teaching media can 
be classified into three groups: those are visual media, audio media, and 
audio visual media.  
3. The Advantages of Media  
Media is very helpful in teaching language learning. It helps the 
teacher to motivate the students to learning more seriously with using 
slice of real life in the classroom and giving the materials more 
interested and presenting in the classroom with communicative 
language to students understanding more easily. So, with media 
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students can enjoy the teaching learning and not bored with materials 
on teaching learning. Media also provides information such as cultural 
input which is impossible to be brought its real things in classroom. 
According to Celce Murcia states about the advantages of using 
Media in language learning: 
a. Media serves as an important motivator in the language teaching 
process.  
b. Audio visual materials provide students with content, meaning, and 
guidance. They thus create contextualized situation within which 
language items are presented and practiced.  
c. Media materials can lend authenticity to the classroom situation, 
reinforcing for students the direct relation between the language 
classroom and the outside world.  
d. Media provides a way of addressing the needs of both visual and 
auditory learners.  
e. By bringing media into the classroom, teachers can expose their 
students to multiple input sources.  
f. Media helps students call up existing schemata and therefore 
maximize their use of prior background knowledge in the language 
learning process.  
44 
 
g. Media provides a means of presenting material in a time-efficient and 
compact manner, and of stimulating students‟ senses, thereby helping 
them to process information more readily.
60
 
F. Short Video as Teaching Media 
a. Definition of Video 
Video is defined as the technology of electronically capturing, 
recording, processing, storing, transmitting, and reconstructing a sequence 
of still images representing scenes in motion. Hoffiner states that video is 
a technology that was developed to help individuals with visual 
impairments enjoy films and television programs. According Jeremy ―The 
use of videotapes has been a common feature in language teaching for 
many years. It is rare, these days, for a publisher to produce a major course 
book without a video component added in, and teachers frequently enliven 
their classes with off-air material or tapes produced for language 
learning.‖
61




Video is a selection and sequence of messages in audio-visual 
context.
63
 Video shows them how people behave in the culture whose 
language they are learning by bringing into the classroom a wide range of 
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communicative situations. Video consists of audio and visual. Djamarah 
and Zainin Safitri say that audio-visual is the complete media.
64
 Because 
both audio and visual are used in the class, for example : television, films, 
video, etc. According Susan, video can help students in 4 ways; through 




In conclusion, video is a tool using in recording, reproducing, or 
broadcasting of moving visual images. Video consist of audio and visual 
and can be used in teaching and learning process.  
 
b. Kinds of Video  




1) Video drama Stories  
Video drama here means everything which tells a story about 
fictional character. Of course, much film drama is set in a fantasy 
world where the people are rich and white, the man are heroic and the 
women beautiful, boy-meets-girl ends in true love, and criminals are 
brought snarling to justice after elaborate car chases.  
2) True stories  
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There is no clear divining line between fact and fiction in feature 
films but some films do claim to be about real-life event and try to 
reflect the awkwardness of reality, with its ambiguous and 
unpredictable events, complex social scenery and long unromantic 
time spans. They are particularly useful in projects since they often 
center on a theme or issue and have vivid historical, social or 
geographical setting. 
Based on Jane Sherman there are two main types of true stories: 
1) History films  
These in particular have to establish a complex background very 
rapidly at the beginning (remember those historical parchment 
summaries scrolling up at the beginning of old history films). Most 
history films involve military or political battles and a lot of 
moving around. 
2) Biographical films  
Films about relatively ordinary people invite comparison with 
oneself in all possible ways (lifestyle, other people‘s shoes, turning 
points follow-up). 
3) Short video 
Short is measuring or covering a small length or distance. 
According Jane video is a machine which can be linked to the 
television set to record TV programs they are broadcast. Video in 
management training most probably means a video camera which 
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plugs into a video recorder and records into videotape say that in 
dramas or movies, video means everything which tells a story about 
fictional character.
67
From both definitions, the researcher concludes 
that a short video is any film or video not long enough to be considered 
a feature film. Short video can helps them to plays their imagination 
based on the words and pictures. There are many kinds of short video 
like cartoon, animated short video, narrative short video and another. 
Cartoon short video likes Tom and Jerry, animated short video likes 
naruto and narrative short video likes Cinderella, Snow white and so 
on. 
In general, short video is defined as the picture that appear and can 
move. An short video or animated video is one in which puppets or 
drawing appear to move. Short video should be suitable for children 
and improve their motivation in learning narrative structure.
68
 Usually, 
almost all children like story. It means short video made them 
enjoyable and fun in learning foreign language. Meanwhile, Brown, 
Lewis termed it as a collection film or video prepared through the 
pictures that produce the illusion of movement when projected.
69
 It 
means short videos are videos that show the illusion of motion and 
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interesting images so that someone watching can feel what is in the 
video. 
The use of short video is expected to improve students‘ motivation 
to understand the vocabulary. According to Dahar the use animated 
video as media of information relevant to the processing model which 
is divided into eight phase, they are phase of motivation, recognition, 
acquisition, retention, dialing, transfer, giving, responses, up to 
reinforcement.
70
 It mean animated video like a short video, because 
short video qualify as a medium that since the beginning can help to 
motivate students to learn until get to the stage reinforcement, which is 
expected after watching the short video, feedback can be carried with 
maximum results. The use short video has grown into the realm of 
learning as medium that supports student achievement. 
4) Long video  
Long video is film or video has duration about an hour or more. It‘s 
like box office movie, Hollywood, action movie and so on. Long video 
is a descriptive term for a type of video content that has a content arc 
with a beginning, middle, and end which in its entirety typically lasts 
longer than 10 minutes. If the content is ad supported, it typically 
contains breaks (mid-roll). 
71
 
c. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Video 
1. The advantages of video 
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Video has many advantages in classroom. Cakir describes advantages 
 of video are as below:  
1) Video is as enhancement of students‘ interest in study.  
2) Video can be used as a facet of instruction along teaching 
learning process. 
3) Video can contribute the students‘ learning about how to 
handle different kind of information (oral, written, visual) at 
the same time.  
4) Video can allows learners view a power point presentation, 
images, discuss in oral and written form, searching on the 
internet, and prepare a short report in a single session through 
audio and visual. 




2. The disadvantages of video : 
Beside the advantages above, there are also many 
disadvantages of using video in teaching, such as: 
1. Video uses modern technology like computer and many 
teachers are scare to use the technology because they cannot 
use it.  
2. To handle it, the teachers must improve their ability in 
technology because students learn in digital era now. 
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3. The students just focus on watching video in classroom. This 
condition can make the activity be passive.
73
 
In short condition, there are many advantages and 
disadvantages of using video in teaching and learning. So that, the 
teacher must use media to grab the students‘ attention and 
minimize the bad effect of video. 
G. Concept of Flipped classroom strategy 
Flipped classroom is a concept of pedagogy that substitutes the 
format of standard lecture-in-class with an opportunity to find out other 
concepts and to review materials from outside of classroom.
74
 Basically, 
the term of ―flip‖ is taken from the concept that a usual classroom is 
historically a place where the material delivery is done through some 
types of lecture format. In that of classroom, the students are normally 
given homework assignments to take and do outside of class on their 
own. The following idea on ―flips‖ such typical classroom in which most 
of the content is now gained outside of classroom on their own, as 




According Kachka Flipped classroom is actually a place to 
overcome problems, to enhance concepts, and to get engaged in 
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 Whereas Berret states presented the flipped 
learning idea in the classrooms of higher education level and how it can 
advance traditional lecture along with student learning. He also 
emphasized that flipping is related to the inversion of expectations in 
correlation to the traditional college lectures.
77
 
Furthermore, Overmyer stated the flipped classroom model is the 
whole classroom or homework paradigm is flipped through infusing the 
technology, thus, the interaction in the classroom could be maximized.78 It 
rearranges how time is spent both in and out class to shift the learning that 
should be learned. Moreover, the flipped classroom inverts teaching 
methods, delivering instruction online outside of class and moving 
homework into the classroom.79 It is a form of blended learning where 
learners were asked to view short e-learning at home or on their own time, 
and prepared them for the next meeting which will be discussed in group. 
Delozier and Rhodes defined the flipped classroom as the teaching 
practice of teachers occurs by assigning lectures outside of class and 
devoting class time to a variety of learning activities. In this practice, 
students are responsible for reviewing all prepared materials. In this model 
teachers prepare lessons through videos or any multimedia that the 
students can view at homes or in any other places by using their tablets or 
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smart phones before attending the class, while the time of lecture is 
advocated for exercises, activities, practices and helping solve home 
assignments.80 
According to the definition above the flipped classroom could be 
concluded as the blending method between the conventional classroom 
and modern classroom. But the part of traditional method was instructions 
which was purposed to point the activity should did in class. Then the 
learners learning by themselves outside the class then perform it 
individually or cooperatively in class. The function of the teacher was 
change from the stage to side. It mean the teacher did not gave a full 
material to the learners, but they would be a facilitator for all learners who 
got a difficult in the material had been learned. 
H. Procedure Teaching Action Verb by Using Short Video 
 Whereas, in teaching vocabulary to EFL young learners by 
using flipped classroom approach, the teacher at least is supposed to do 
these procedures. There are several steps as follows: 
 Firstly, the teacher has to make sure that a software ―windows movie 
maker‖ or as such thing been installed in their PC (Personal 
Computer). 
  Secondly, when it has been installed, the teacher then will write 
down the script to read from the beginning of video until the end. The 
content of the script can be talking about kinds of animals, fruits, 
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vegetables, or some topics young learners like so much in the efforts 
of enriching students‘ vocabulary mastery dealing with the syllabus 
materials in certain semester. 
  Third, the teacher then will prepare the supporting materials to be 
created in that video. It can be various pictures, clips, illustrating 
instrumental music, words, quotes, and so forth. Those materials will 
support the narration uttered by the teacher (narrator). 
 The next step is that the teacher will record his or her voice reading 
the script. When recording is done, he or she then inserts the recorded 
voice and all supporting materials merged to the video format. The 
teacher should arrange them all in the right order and appropriate 
sequence so that the video will be interactive and attractive to 
students. When been ready, the video can be sent or given to the 
students. The teacher then ask students to watch the video outside of 
the classroom (can be at home or somewhere), to figure out the 
contents or message of the material, and to try to answer the 
questions if needed. Beforehand, the teacher can instruct the 
students to make group of two or three depending on the total number 
of the students in such a class. 
 In the next meeting, the students in one group are then asked to 
come forward per group to deliver their answers related to the 
questions given in the video. While listening to the students‘ answers, 
the teacher will guide and respond them enthusiastically and 
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interactively. With an interesting and creative activity, the class will 
be alive and cozy so that students will not hesitate.
81
 
 Beside that, another procedure of flipped classroom strategy to applied 
the short video in teaching action verb consists of the following steps: 
a. By using youtube, teacher gave a video of case study and set of guiding 
question related to the video had to be answered by learners the night 
before the class. 
b. Students were given the first part of the case study to work on apply what 
they learned in the previous night‘s video. 
c. After they complete the first part of the case study, a second part of video 
was shown in class to spur discussion. 
d. This step was continued until the part of video was over.82 
 Based on these procedures above, the researcher concluded that procedure 
of teaching action verb by using short video are as follows: 
1. The teacher explained about the detail of material narrative text and action 
verb to the students. 
2. The teacher introduced flipped classroom strategy to increased students‘ 
vocabulary. 
3. The teacher gave a case study short video to discuss before the class. 
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4. The students were divided into group discussions consists 5-6 students and 
discussed the homework and applied what they had learned in the previous 
night‘s short video. 
5. Then teacher ask students to write verb every people. 
6. The teacher asks students to discuss in each group about difficult meaning 
of verb based on the video they have watched. 
7. The students focused to distinguish between action verb and Non action 
verb and student to find type of action verb. 
8. The teacher discusses the meaning of difficult action verb that they like 
best to know meaning based on their discussion list and how to pronounce 
words. 
9. The teacher evaluated per meeting about student work, and evaluated 
student improvement through post-test exercise. 
 Based on the statement above it can be concluded that teaching by using 
short video and flipped classroom strategy were matches to be implemented 
in teaching action verb.  
I. Concept of Textbook 
1. Definition of textbook  
Textbook or course book is term which refers to printed media that 
is used mostly as guideline in classroom. Salamah argues that textbooks 
are a set of instructional material used systematically by teachers and 
students in the classroom as a main resource in teaching and learning 
activities. It contains some parts of materials, such as grammar, 
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vocabulary, reading texts, and exercises. It also consist of  pictures or other 
illustrations.
83
  To sum up, textbook is instructional materials of specific 
subject or study used in classroom by the teacher or administrator which 
functioned as the guidance in the teaching-learning process. 
In teaching vocabulary, there are so many techniques, activities, or 
tools to be utilized in order to achieve successful action verb mastery. 
However, the teachers should consider on choosing the appropriate and 
suitable approach for the students. Criteria and standards should be set up 
result effective learning. Textbook is one of media that can be used in 
teaching vocabulary. It consist a series of materials, instructions and 
practices that can help students understanding and practice their language.  
In implementing textbook to teach vocabulary, the teacher should 
clearly considered about the appropriateness of the textbook being used. 
Because not all textbook is appropriate for the students. Textbook should 
pass some criteria to be considered as good textbook. According to Greene 
and petty in tarigan explain the criteria of good textbook:
84
 
1) The textbook must be interested and attractive toward the learners. So, 
they will be interested in using textbook for study. 
2) The textbook must be able to motivate the learners to use. 
3) The content of textbook must be illustrative. So, attractive for the 
learners. 
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4) The textbook should consider the linguistic aspect. So, it will be 
suitable with the learner‘s ability. 
5) The content of textbook must be related to the other branch of science. 
6) The textbook must stimulate the personal activity of the learners. 
7) The content of textbook must be clear in written to avoid the learners 
will be confused in using textbook. 
8) The book must have clear point of view because it will be a point of 
view for the learners in using textbooks. 
9) Textbooks must be able provide the balance and emphasize the values 
to the learners. 
10) Textbook must be able to respect the differences individual of each 
learner. 
The teacher should consider taking a good textbook to be used for 
students. The following criteria should be noted in order to achieve 
successful learning, especially in learning and teaching vocabulary. 
2. Advantages of using Textbook 
There are some advantages of using textbook, as follows: 
a. They provide a clear framework which the teacher and the students 
know where they are going and what is coming next. 
b. Mostly, they serve as a syllabus which includes a carefully planned 




c. They provide ready make texts and tasks with possible appropriate 
level for most of the class, which save time for the teacher. 
d. They are the cheapest way of providing learning material for each 
student. 




It can be concluded that textbook has numerous of advantages to be 
used. However, teacher should use additional strategy to teaching 
process regarding that textbook has some advantages on its application 
or its content. 
3. Disadvantages of Using Textbook 
According to Basturkem, there is some disadvantage of textbook. They 
are as follow:  
a. The content or examples may be irrelevant or in appropriate for 
students and they may not reflect the students‘ needs since textbooks 
are often written for global markets and often do not reflect the 
interests and needs of students. 
b. They may contain in authentic language since texts, dialogues, and 
other aspects of content tend to be specifically written to incorporate 
teaching points and are often not representative of real language use. 
Despite its advantages, the disadvantages of textbook cannot be pushed 
aside. The teacher should cover the weaknesses of applying textbook 
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4. Procedure of Teaching Action Verb Mastery using Textbook 
There are some steps in which the song is being used in the classroom: 
1. The teacher gives students text narrative from the textbook. 
2. The teacher asks students to read the text. 
3. The teacher asks students to find some action verb in text 
narrative. 
4. The teacher asks students to remember and memorize the 
action verb that has been found in the text. 
5. The teacher assesses the students‘ performance. 
J. Frame of Thinking 
Vocabulary is a component of language that contains information 
about the meaning and using a word in a language. It is to say that 
vocabulary is part of language which makes language meaningful. The 
more vocabulary the students gain, the more skill full the students perform 
the language. 
In order to improve the students‘ vocabulary especially in action 
verb, teachers are suggested to implement a good teaching technique 
especially in presenting the word by using media. A good teaching media 
is a media that can make the students are interesting the lesson. Media can 
offer variety of interesting activity, which the students might explore many 
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enjoyable aspect of learning. Therefore, media is a suitable aid to 
implement in the class activity. The teacher has to find out media that is 
relevant to the students interested. Short Video is an alternative media to 
made students interested to learn vocabulary and also to avoid the students 
bored on because of the uninteresting and ineffective media. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher believes that 
teaching action verb Mastery by using short video make the students 
interested, fun and enjoyable to learn English and it can improve the 
students‘ action verb mastery and to increase students‘ English 
achievement. 
K. The Hypothesis 
Based on the frame of thinking, the researcher formulates the hypothesis 
as follow: 
Ho: There is no a significant influence of using short video towards 
students‘ action verb mastery at the second semester of the eighth  
grade of SMPN 3 Ketapang south of Lampung in academic year of 
2019/2020. 
Ha:  There is a significant influence of using short video towards 
students‘ action verb  mastery at the second semester of the eighth 
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